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Sometimes the simple definition of a
word can skew public debate on a
subject. Take for example, the word
‘environment’. Many a geneticist and
epidemiologist defines ‘environment’
as everything that isn’t blatantly
genetic. The world is neatly (too
neatly) carved into two realms, genes
and the environment, each of which
can then be dissected individually. 
The problem is that the public
has a rather different definition for
the word ‘environment’. If cancer is
caused by the ‘environment’, that
means you should look over your
shoulder for bubbling toxic waste
sites and buy bottled water to avoid
whatever has crept into the
reservoirs and aquifers. A report in
the 13 July New England Journal of
Medicine spawned exactly that kind
of confusion. 
Researchers in Sweden took a
new look at the well-studied
question of cancer genetics. By
studying 90,000 pairs of identical
twins, they came to the conclusion
that most of the time, cancer in one
twin does not presage cancer in the
other. This is hardly news to the
scientists who have looked at
hereditary factors in cancer. But it
triggered an avalanche of muddled
stories on the subject. 
Said the Boston Herald: “The
environment, not genetics, plays the
major role in causing most cancers,
says a Swedish study some say sheds
doubt on the role that mapping the
human genome may have in wiping
out the disease.” And the
Independent (London) called the
finding “an important corrective to
the growing view that heredity plays
a major part in cancer, fuelled by the
explosion in genetic research which
has revealed genetic mechanisms
underlying the disease.” 
And if cancers are caused by the
environment, that implies the
causes can be researched, identified
and stamped out, does it not? It
certainly did to the Los Angeles Times,
which noted, “Cancer, for all of the
modern emphasis on genes, is
largely determined by life, not
inheritance, and thus may in most
cases be preventable.” 
The Evening Standard (London)
noted, “The study did not identify
what exactly in the environment puts
people at risk for specific types of
cancer, but researchers said
cigarettes, poor diet, lack of exercise,
radiation and pollution were among
the prime culprits.” 
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True enough, any epidemiologist
not in the employ of the tobacco
industry would tell you that cancer in
the West could fall by 30% if
smokers stopped smoking. But news
reports of this study largely missed a
bigger point: cancers not caused by
inborn genetic defects are instead
caused by genetic mutations during a
person’s lifetime. And it’s not
necessarily the case that most of
those mutations are preventable.
At the very least, the abundant free
radical damage caused by routine
metabolism isn’t what most people
think of as an ‘environmental’ cause
of cancer.
Nonetheless, the study proved to
be a predictable soap-box for people
with a certain point of view. “Like a
rifle shot in the middle of the night,
a new study from Scandinavia
provides shocking evidence of what
growing numbers of cancer doctors
have long suspected. Most cancer
is made, not born,” wrote
activist/scholar Devra Lee Davis, in
the San Francisco Chronicle. We could
prevent so much cancer, Davis
suggested, except that “Investments
in controlling and studying
avoidable environmental
contributions to cancer remain
scandalously low.” 
Others argued that deciphering
the human genome won’t help all
that much in unraveling the causes
of cancer, given this news. “But
geneticists said they see a glass one-
third full, not two-thirds empty,”
noted the Washington Post. Francis
Collins, chief of the National
Human Genome Research Institute,
told the paper, “It’s certainly true
that if you’re in a deterministic
camp, and many people have been
migrating in that direction lately, it
gives pause to see that…cancer is
not hardwired in the genes. But
that should not make people believe
that the genetic approach is not
going to be useful. It’s going to be
incredibly useful.” 
Newsweek noted that the study’s
conclusions aren’t very robust. “For
one thing, the statistics are so weak
that the estimates of cancer risk from
genes have tremendous wiggle room
built in: the genetic contribution to
colorectal cancer actually ranges from
10–48%; to breast, from 4–41%; to
prostate, from 29–50%.” 
And it wasn’t just the error bars
that bothered Richard Peto from the
University of Oxford. He said the
study was fatally flawed because it
attempted to create a sharp
dichotomy between genetic and
environmental causes of cancer.
“The idea is wholly and totally
wrong,” he told New Scientist. One
thing is clear: it is human nature to
nurture our neuroses about the
causes of cancer. 
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